
PGR Quick Change Upgrade.
Optimize your TTx machine with a PGR changeover belt.

The entire PGR pocket batch including belt, sockets and 
pockets will be changed at once using a changeover support 
tool. 

This kit is suitable for all TTx machines with a single 
pocket change PGR concept.

Guided through an HMI application, the user will be led 
through each step of changing the entire PGR pocket batch 
including belt, sockets and pockets at once using a 
changeover support tool. Additionally, your machines will 
receive a HMI and PLC update. 

This kit is compatible with all TTx machines with a single  
pocket change PGR concept that have an HMI 4.0 installed.
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YOUR BENEFITS

 ʨ Time saving of approx. 10 min or more* 
 during changeover
 ʨ Reduction of failures during format changes
 ʨ Low effort for the integration within your system
 ʨ Existing pockets can be reused
 ʨ Enhanced convenience due to a preconfigured  

 pocket set 

1st option: 
Manual format changeover PGR

2nd option: 
Guided format changeover PGR by HMI

With a HMI-guided PGR changeover, the Operations Assistant will lead you through the 
changeover process step by step. 

Currently, your TTx machine’s existing PGR sockets have to be 
changed one at a time. With our new concept, the whole belt 
including pocket batch will be changed at once with a 
changeover support tool. 

Choose between two options to save downtime and increase 
your machine’s efficiency. 

Belt with pocket batches.

*depending on pocket type and number
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Further configurations are possible. Please contact us to check the options available for your system. We are pleased to implement this service 
for you at your site. Your local Syntegon partner will answer any of your questions about this service and our broad offer of additional after-sales 
services.
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Find your local contact partner:
WWW.SYNTEGON.COM/SERVICES

With single PGR-belt dimensions of:

Width: Length:
366 mm
416 mm
466 mm

2880 mm
2560 mm
2240 mm
1920 mm

With single PGR-belt dimensions of:

Width: Length:
366 mm
416 mm
466 mm

2880 mm
2560 mm
2240 mm
1920 mm

Installation:
1 Syntegon Service specialist needed
Approx. 0.5-1 working days per machine

Installation and commissioning:
1 Syntegon Service specialist needed
Approx.  3 working days per machine

Approx. 1-2 working days per machine  
Production shutdown estimation

1st Option: 
Manual format changeover PGR

2nd Option: 
Guided format changeover PGR by HMI

Available single PGR widths (both options): Available single PGR lengths (both options):

366mm 416mm 466mm

1920mm

2560mm

2240mm

2880mm

TTM Maintenance

http://www.syntegon.com/services

